Welcome New Students!
Gray Kochhar-Lindgren, PhD
Professor & Director
The Common Core@HKU

6/170 Courses
Designed and Taught by Professoriate Staff

Innovative
Interdisciplinary
International
Impact

Experiments in Learning

Creative Transdisciplinary Capacities

Personal Growth

Science & Technology
Arts & Humanities
Global Issues
China

Ethics on the Ground

Inspired
Pragmatism

Jump-Starting Careers
JOIN!

The Passion Project

Creating Work You Love

Tony Hung
Hosts The Passion Project Talk Show
Ordinary Lives / Extraordinary Careers
- Details Forthcoming -

- Identifying Resonant Fields of Passion
- Developing Your Passion
- Building Networks, Skills, and Vision
JOIN!

Critical Zones:

Gender, Cities, & Well-Being

The UN SDGs
Questions?
Curious?
Coffee?
Write Me!
gklindgren@hku.hk

Engage~Experiment~Enjoy!